“Freshen Up Facial”
Quick 30 minute Treatment
These directions are using Skin Script products. You may use similar
products that you already have available.
Cleanse face with appropriate cleanser & rinse thoroughly.
Put a small amount of retinol 2% exfoliating scrub on the face and lightly
massage for about 30 seconds. Add some water on top of the scrub. Then
use the ultrasonic spatula in the peeling position (blade down) to peel off the
scrub. The movement should be from the side of the face inward and wipe
the blade clean with a Kleenex after each pass. Rinse well. Your client’s skin
will feel softer and look more vibrant even after this first step!
Pat the face dry with Kleenex then use the DermaDisc. If you don’t have the
DermaDisc, do a quick once over with your microdermabrasion machine.
Using a brush or your hands apply coconut/papaya enzyme over the entire
face. Let it sit for 5 minutes. Again, use your spatula in peeling mode to take
off enzyme. Rinse face thoroughly.
Using a brush or your hands apply the goji berry or seaweed mask mixed
with a bit of water (for more slip) and use the flat side of the spatula to
penetrate. Add more water if needed. Use slow upward and outward
movements. Penetrate for about 3 to 4 minutes, hot towel wrap and then
rinse well.
Spray cucumber toner into the palm of your hand (3 sprays), pat your hands
together and then pat toner onto clients face. Apply appropriate moisturizer
and penetrate using the flat side of the spatula for a couple of minutes.
Apply a sunscreen and off they go!!!
Marketing description:
With the use of cutting edge esthetic equipment, in just 30 minutes you'll
leave feeling fresh and vibrant. Through effective yet gentle exfoliation using
the DermaDisc tool and ultrasonic spatula, we will reveal fresh clean skin.
Then using ultrasound again we will penetrate nutrients into the skin
leaving you looking vibrant and ready to make it a great day!

